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Administrative Note
The authors are providing this information to the President and the Public
with the intent of inspiring a national conversation – both partisan and nonpartisan – about the current electoral system that is criminally insane and
insanely criminal.
The specific suggestions for each of the electoral reform areas are just that:
suggestions. It is the authors’ hope that in the process of a national conversation
led by the President and demanded of the Members of Congress by their
constituents (including the majority of the constituents who do not vote), that a
consensus might be reached leading to both a landslide victory for the President
in 2020, and the occupation of Congress by the public in 2022, in the form of an
end to any one party being able to control either chamber.
Our desired end state is a Congress in 2022 – and state legislatures by 2024
– that are in proportional representation of all constituents, exclude all financial
and other forms of bribery and blackmail, and make evidence-based decisions in
the public interest.
For this we pray.
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Dedication
This White Paper is dedicated to President Donald J. Trump, who is unique
for both having triumphed over being betrayed by his own party (which is
controlled by the Deep State via the Cheney and Romney crime families among
others), and also unique for having the potential to level the playing field for the
73% who did not vote for him, most them totally disenfranchised from the
political process by design of the two-party tyranny.

If we are to be a Republic (fifty sovereign states) and also be a democracy
(100% of our eligible voters both informed and engaged), this is the one man who
has the power to introduce and demand passage of the #UNRIG Election Reform
Act of 2020.
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Preface
A picture really is worth 10,000 words, as the ancient Chinese proverb is
said to have stated. Below is a picture that shows the decrepitude of the twoparty tyranny that excludes 70% of all voters from meaningful participation in our
very fake and very corrupt democracy; and excludes virtually all but those preselected by the Deep State, from holding meaningful national (or state) office.

It also shows, with a double-meaning, one for President Donald J. Trump
and the other for every American, how we can achieve the Mother of All
Landslides in favor of democracy if the 70% now excluded are mobilized by a
tangible offering that only President Donald J. Trump can achieve.
Here is the deal, Mr. President. Submit to Congress this Act on the 1st day of
September 2020 (the last month before Election Day in which both chambers are
in session) and demand its passage prior to the House going on leave to
campaign. Make this the one legacy that can restore the faith of every citizen in
their cheating, corrupt, inattentive, wasteful, war-mongering government. Make
it possible for Independents, small parties, and #WalkAways to be elected to
Congress in 2022. You do that, and you will earn the Mother of All Landslides.
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The 12-Step Program
Below in one graphic are all of the ideas for electoral reform as discussed
and devised by tens of thousands of activists over the past fifty years (all those
whose works were considered are listed at the end of this document). This
graphic has evolved since 2017, as citizens have written in and pointed out
missing elements not considered by working groups sponsored by organizations.

Neither the President’s earlier election reform initiative, nor the current
endeavor by the National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA), address most
of these fundamental – and deeply inter-twined – reforms. Single focus reforms
will fail. The balance of this document will discuss each of the 12 steps that – in
the aggregate – they must be done together – creates a real and trusted
democracy. This proposal is not a final prescription – it is the start of a national
conversation. Each of these 12 steps should be debated publicly – nationally.
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01 Universal Registration, Voter Validation, End Illegal Birthright

Proposed Legislative Language: It is hereby mandated, for federal elections, that
all eligible voters shall be registered automatically at the age of eighteen, and that
the Social Security Administration (SSA) shall maintain an electronic database of
all eligible citizens cross-referenced to the US Postal Service (USPS) registry of
valid mailing addresses. Prisoners, including prisoners on death row, shall retain
the right to vote in federal elections as citizenship and the right to vote are
inalienable. Birthright citizenship is limited to those born anywhere in the world
to one U.S. parent wed by church or civil service; it excludes all births in the USA
where neither parent is a US citizen.
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02 Free & Equal Ballot Access, Dual Citizens May Not Vote

Proposed Legislative Language: It is hereby mandated, for federal elections, that
no requirements may be mandated by the state to screen candidates for federal
office; proof of US citizenship and a national standard of 150,000 signatures that
must be from eligible federal voters able to be validated by e-verify is the only
requirement to run for federal office. It is hereby mandated that dual citizens may
not run for office nor may they vote. By virtue of their conflicted dual loyalties,
dual citizens are also barred from holding national security positions requiring
security clearances at the Top Secret level or above.
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03 Tightly Drawn Districts Based on Citizens Only

Proposed Legislative Language: It is hereby mandated that Congressional
districts, being federal election districts, shall be tightly drawn districts based on
qualified US citizens as defined by the US Census, and shall be drawn by a federal
districting authority, not by the state. Gerrymandering and all forms of
interference with authentic, inclusive, and truthful district boundaries are
forbidden. Illegal aliens and foreigners may not be counted in the allocation of
districts across the states. Citizens who are under-age but will be of age in time to
vote for either of the next two federal election shall be counted.
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04 Public Funding of All Federal Campaigns - End CITIZENS UNITED

Proposed Legislative Language: The decision of the Supreme Court in CITIZENS
UNITED is hereby over-turned. Only human beings, as individuals, can vote. All
organizations, regardless of domicile, are excluded from funding any individual
candidate for federal office. Organizations may provide the public with
educational information subject to liability associated with telling the truth. All
candidates who qualify for office under provision 02 will receive a sum to be
established by the President at the beginning of each election period. One month
prior to Election Day a second sum will be provided to all candidates still running.
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05 Free & Equal Media Access, No Online Censorship or Manipulation

Proposed Legislative Language: All candidates registered for federal office shall
receive free & equal access to the media, inclusive of multi-media interviews,
print media, and social media. The Federal Election Commission (FEC) shall
establish Tier 1 access at the beginning of the campaign, Tier 2 access in the
middle, and Tier 3 access for the finalists in any federal campaign. Mainstream
and social media are explicitly enjoined from censoring any individual, whether
running for office or not, and explicitly enjoined from manipulating search or
sharing results. Violators will be fined by the FEC for each instance in real time.
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06 Restore LWV as Managers, Inclusive & Cabinet-Level Debates

Proposed Legislative Language: By Act of Congress, the role of Presidential
Debate Manager is restored to the League of Women Voters (LWV) together with
requisite funding to be established in each election cycle. The Commission on
Presidential Debates is no longer qualified for non-profit status and is barred from
all future participation in any Presidential campaign. At least four different parties
and one Independent must be included in the first debate. Congress encourages
the LWV to sponsor Cabinet-level debates (e.g. Attorney General, Defense, State)
and overturns the prohibition on naming Cabinet members in advance.
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07 Primaries Open or Funded by Party Not Public

Proposed Legislative Language: No funds shall be allocated for any primary by
any political party that is closed to the public. Individuals who fail to secure their
party’s nomination for federal office in a state primary may elect to run as a
candidate for another party willing to accept them, or as an Independent. All state
regulations on federal campaign qualifications and processes are overturned as
outside the jurisdiction of the individual states. Parties are encouraged to require
their Presidential candidates to name a Cabinet in advance and to publish a
notional federal budget prior to any primary being held in any state.
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08 Election Day Holiday & Free Public Transport

Proposed Legislative Language: It is the duty of every citizen to be an informed
and engaged participant in the process of self-governance at the county, state,
and federal levels. In order to promote the maximum participation of all citizens,
and particularly citizens of limited means who are wage earners and challenged
when it comes to finding time for anything other than work, we declare each
national Election Day to be a national holiday. We further declare that all public
transport shall be free to any citizen enroute to or from their voting station;
localities shall be compensated as needed by the federal government.
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09 Paper Ballots Counted Publicly On Site + Exit Polls

Proposed Legislative Language: Electronic voting machines were designed to
facilitate fraud with integrated fractional voting systems designed to select the
winning candidate prior to the first vote being cast) and are also too vulnerable to
remote hacking both on site and in the transmittal and processing of data.
Elections for national office shall be by paper ballot, counted publicly and on site,
combined with exit polls. As the Republic recovers from decades of corrupt state
secretaries manipulating voting machines, and a two-party tyranny in Washington
fronting for the Deep State, this is the single most important electoral reform.
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10 End Fragmented Winner Take-All, Instant Run-Off from 3 Choices

Proposed Legislative Language: Fractional voting is a built-in flaw that can be
exploited not only with electronic voting machines, but also with paper ballots. By
“dividing & conquering” the electorate with propaganda and false choices, a
winning candidate can be manipulated into being who is not in fact a majority
candidate. Instant voting enables voters to select first, second, and third
preferences, such that in the process of a public counting on site, their vote
counts within the top three, and the final true majority candidate is selected
based on a combination of all votes at all three levels of preference.
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11 Legislative Integrity – No Secret Laws, Online Line-Item Voting

Proposed Legislative Language: The two-party tyranny having become the
leading part of the Shadow Government that works for the Deep State, all
legislation has been based on “pay to play” and secret legislation has been passed
to conceal the active betrayal of the public trust by Congress. All secret laws are
hereby rescinded and there shall be no secret laws passed in the future. All
budgets including defense and intelligence budgets, shall be transparent to the
public. All legislation shall be published online at least seven days prior to a vote,
and shall be subject to line-item veto votes by both Congress and the President.
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12 Economic & Financial Integrity – Unions Up, End Wall Street Crime

Proposed Legislative Language: Political democracy demands economic
democracy. All prohibitions against unionization by any state are over-turned in
so far as they apply to any organization subject to federal regulation as an interstate enterprise. Unions, and professional associations, are the lifeblood of an
effective capitalist system in which labor has a voice equal to that of capital. The
Federal Reserve shall be nationalized and subordinated to the Department of the
Treasury, and all prior prohibitions against the application of federal racketeering
and criminal enforcement against Wall Street financial crime are rescinded.
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A Call to Arms for Every Citizen
In his Mount Rushmore speech on 4 July 2020 the President nailed it when
he spoke of the cultural divide between those who love America and want to
make it work, and those who hate America, and instead seek to divide & conquer
and make all those who have grown accustomed to hand-outs from the Deep
State feel like victims with a right to be violent. If we are to restore the Republic,
restore civility and civic engagement, and Make America Great Again, there are
two challenges: the economic solution is illustrated below. It is within the
President’s power to confiscate $100 trillion from Wall Street via civil and criminal
forfeiture.

Then there is the political challenge. #UNRIG restores integrity to our electoral
process. Please communicate to the President and to your Members of Congress
that you want this Act – you want the system unrigged. #UNRIG is yours to
command – and if enacted – the Republic is then yours to command.
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Epilogue
Mr. President, please end this injustice against the 70% of the eligible voters who
are disenfranchised. They cannot run for office and their vote does not count.

If you want the Mother of All Landslides, “make the deal,” Mr. President.
The deal is that you present #UNRIG Electoral Reform Act of 2020 to Congress on
8 September 2020 when both the Senate and the House are in session, and you
demand that they pass this legislation prior to the departure of the House for its
election recess on 2 October. Any Member who fails to vote for #UNRIG Electoral
Reform Act of 2020 should be actively targeted for defeat in their next election.
You are being betrayed every day by the “Grand Old Party” from the national
level where the Romneys and the Cheneys are leading a rush to elect the senile
Senator from Delaware (Wall Street), to the precinct level where your supporters
are being blocked from filling any of the 50% of the vacant precinct seats and the
voter outreach is limited to known Republicans.
Want to win by 50% or more of the eligible voters instead of 27%? Make the deal.
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Robert David Steele and Cynthia Ann McKinney are easy to find online. They
welcome invitations to speak to this topic via video tele-conference or in person
and in favor of President Donald J. Trump who is carrying this country toward the
finish line all by himself while being ruthlessly attacked by the Deep State and its
two-party tyranny front.
Below is a photograph of the RV they used to tour the country in 2017 until they
were brutally attacked for daring to put America First.

God Bless America!
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Provenance of This Work
In 2008 Robert Steele published Election 2008: Lipstick on the Pig. This work
remains a useful guide for citizens in relation to the total dysfunctionality of our
two-party tyranny, as well as a holistic guide to a panorama of issues across the
economy, foreign affairs, and society.
In 2011 Robert joined the Occupy Wall Street working group on electoral
reform, and briefed them on his emerging concept, rooted in a study of the below
organizations and their very fragmented and often subversive approaches to
election reform. It is a sad observation but totally consistent with reality: every
organization is in some major way compromised.























21st Century Democrats
Advancement Project
American Association of People with Disabilities VOTE Project
American Civil Liberties Union Voting Rights
American Constitution Society for Law and Policy (ACS)
American for Campaign Reform
Americans for Democratic Action
Americans United for Change
Americans United to Rebuild Democracy
America Votes
Ballot Access News
Center for Democracy & Election Management (American University)
Center for Effective Government
Center for Election Science
Center for Progressive Reform (CPR)
Center for Responsive Politics (CRP) / OpenSecrets.org
Center for Voting and Democracy (also known as FairVote)
Century Foundation Electoral Reform Project
Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW)
Citizens in Charge
Coalition for Free and Open Elections
Commission on Federal Election Reform
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Committee for a United Independent Party IndependentVoting.org)
Common Cause
Constitution Party
Democracy 21
Democracy for America (DFA)
Democracy Matters
Election Defense Alliance
Electology Electoral Knowledge Network
Fair Vote (also known as center for Voting and Democracy)
Fund for Constitutional Government
Free and Equal Elections Foundation
Free Speech for People (equivalent to Move to Amend)
Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL)
Government Accountability Project (GAP)
Green Party
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under the Law (Gerrymandering)
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights
League of Women Voters
League of Young Voters
Libertarian Party
Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund
MoveOn (enabling education and voice for distracted public)
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People Voter Fund
National Association of Latino Elected and Appointed Officials
National Coalition on Black Civic Participation
National Committee for an Effective Congress (NCEC)
National Committee for Voting Integrity
National Council of La Raza
National Stonewall Democrats (LGBT)
National Voting Rights Institute (NVRI)
New Voters Project
Occupy NYC Politics & Electoral Reform Working Group
Progressive Change Campaign Committee (PCCC)
Progressive Democrats of America (PDA)
Project on Government Oversight (POGO) Project Vote
Public Campaign Of, By, and For the People
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Public Citizen
Public Leadership Institute / Progressive Majority Action Fund
Reform Party
Rock the Vote
SaveOurVotes
Sunlight Foundation
US Public Interest Research Groups (PIRGs)
Verified Voting Foundation / VerifiedVoting.org
Voter Participation Center
VotersUnite

In 2015 Robert published Open Power: Electoral Reform Act of 2015 – Open
Source Activist Tool Kit.
In 2016 Robert published REVOLUTION!: How Donald Trump Can Win and
Govern by Championing Electoral Reform, a Coalition Cabinet, a Balanced Budget,
and a Constitutional Convention in 2018, and also Democracy Riots! We are all
black now – deal with it!, then DEPLORABLES RISING! Trump Can Win With a Debt
Jubilee and Electoral Reform and RIGGED: Twelve Ways the Two-Party Tyranny
Rigs the US Electoral System to Block Out Independents, Small Parties, and 70% of
the Eligible Voters, respectively Books 1 through 4 in the Trump Revolution Series
that now numbers over 50 publications, generally short white papers.
In 2017 Robert founded #UNRIG and Cynthia agreed to write the
Foreword to #UNRIG: Beyond Trump & Sanders while they both also embarked
on a national campaign to inspire a conversation about America First and election
reform as the foundation for ending what now understand is the sordid
underbelly of the two-party tyranny, the bribery and blackmail associated with
Israel First – the same Israel that carried out the attack on the USS Liberty, 9/11,
and the fifty pedophilia and murderous pedophilia entrapment operations across
the USA as epitomized by the Ghislaine Maxwell and Jeffrey Epstein debacle, all
apparently funded by Les Wexner, a twisted multi-billionaire leader of the Zionist
MEGA Group that subverts the US economy, government, and society in alliance
with people like the Rothchilds, Soros, and Gates.
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“Former Representative and Intelligence Official Team Up to Unrig
Elections” in Independent Voter News was their kick-off announcement.
The campaign in favor of America First and election reform was brutally
attacked, most notably by an individual who organized over 300 documented coconspirators in a massive persistent cyber-stalking campaign. The story is told in
#GoogleGestapo: Censorship & Crowd-Stalking Made Easy: How the Deep State
controls social media and digitally assassinates critics (Trump Revolution Book 17).
Also in 2017 Robert nurtured a new book, Pedophilia & Empire: Satan,
Sodomy, & the Deep State by West Point graduate Joachim Hagopian – the book is
free online with a tag cloud at https://pedoempire.org. This matters because
pedophilia and the torture and murder of children is a foundation for how the
Deep State maintains its power – from Members of Congress to judges to media
editors and top anchors – bribery and blackmail are the methods of choice.
When the Deep State attacked Donald J. Trump with its invented Russian
election interference story, Robert Steele was among the first to challenge those
lies, publishing, among many publications, The Soft Coup Collapses – Blackmail
Revealed – What Next?: CIA was bluffing, produced no evidence – Russians did not
“hack” the election. Is this the beginning of the end of the Deep State in the USA?,
and shortly thereafter REVOLUTION NOW!: Thinking About Revolution in the USA
(Trump Revolution Book 23) and also Rigging Elections — and Worse! : Americans
Rigged, Bribed, Stole, Killed, Raped, and Poisoned…and You Want to Blame the
Russians? (Trump Revolution Book 25).
There have been positive books. One in particular is The Second American
Revolution: Reflections on the Near Future (Trump Revolution Book 37), along with
a series IF I WERE PRESIDENT: Challenging Donald Trump to Defend the
Constitution, Put America First, and Implement #UNRIG (Trump Revolution 42),
EYES ONLY: For the President (and the Public): Everything The Deep State Does Not
Want You to Know (Trump Revolution 43), Election 2020: Trump-Pence Lose,
Bloomberg-Gabbard Win? Or Libertarian Coalition Triumphs? (Trump Revolution
44), REINVENTING NATIONAL SECURITY: Grand Strategy, Global Reality, and the
U.S. Army — Everything Our President Is Not Being Told (Trump Revolution Book
26

45), REINVENTING INTELLIGENCE: 30 Years in the Wilderness (Trump Revolution
Book 46), REINVENTING ENGINEERING: The Ultimate Hack — Creating A
Prosperous World at Peace with Open Source Everything Engineering (Trump
Revolution Book 47), and most recently, Memorandum for the President: The
Resurrection of the USA — Your Legacy, 200 Years, Must Be Systemic.
Cynthia is back from her two years abroad teaching at an accredited US
MBA program (her PhD is in leadership and change) and we are discussing how
best to make election reform central to what remains of the 2020 campaign. The
below cartoon was produced as part of trying to connect with President Donald
Trump, whose communications appear to be completely blocked by Deep State
and Zionists apparatchiks, including his son-in-law and daughter, embedded in the
White House and the campaign.

Read text message to President at GrrGraphics/Lift-Every-Voice.
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Blacks, not whites, will determine the 2020 election. If President Donald
Trump were to leverage both authentic black leaders of black communities such
as he is not now in touch with, and offer Independents and Libertarians #UNRIG
Election Reform Act as the deal of the century, the future of America the Beautiful
could be assured.
Black patriots, and white patriots, must come together with all others who
believe in the vision that is America First, if we are to triumph and eradicate the
parasites that have sucked the bone marrow out of our economy, our
government, and our society.
Election 2020 is a turning point for America and for humanity. The
President is likely to win with a whimper and not take the House back. If he wants
to win by the Mother of All Landslides, and decisively realign power away from
Wall Street to Main Street, then is proposal, for #UNRIG Election Reform Act of
2020, is how he can do it.
We pray for America the Beautiful, for peace and prosperity for all including
the Palestinians, and we pray particularly that President Donald J. Trump may
prove to be the greatest President ever, Making America Great Again.
This is our motto going forward:
People, not Parties. Authentic, Inclusive, Truthful.
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